
viii Preface. 

for which is perhaps that it proceeds from dialects but little known, 
a.~ for instance Romany, or from Celtic and Anglo-Saxon words no 
longer used as language-words and known only to a few scholars. 
lf.c Cant posses.•es but few original terms coined in a direct manner 
by those who employ the vocabulary, for it needs greater imaginative 
powers than these light-fingered professors are generally credited 
with to invent terms that shall remain and form part of a language. 
An illustration of this may he found in the French argot-taken in 
the narrow<.'r sense of malefactors' language and leaving out alto;:;ether 
the Parisian slang-which in spite of all the efforts of those inte
rested in the matter has remained very nearly what it was in the 
sc\·cntecnth century. 

The components have been elongated, then curtailed, then their 
'yllabk~ have been interverted, and finally they have reappeared 
nndt•r their original form. 

Taking as a starting-point that ~lang and cant arc of an es.•entially 
~onnmtional and consequently metaphoric and figuratiw nature, it 
may safely he a.•serted that the origin of Hiang and cant terms must 
certainly he sought for in those old dialcet words which hear a 
reRcmhlanee in form; not however in words which bear an approxi
mat.:ly identical meaning, but rather in such as allow of the supposed 
off:;pring" having a figurative connection of sense. 

The reader will prohably best understand wlmt is meant if l1e 
will, for the sake of argument, snppo'c the modem English language 
to have 1Jccomc a dead language known only to scholars. Then let. 
him take the slang word "top-light>,'' meaning e~·cs. He is seeking 
the origin of top-lights. If he were to find in the old languag•' a 
word having Fome re~Pml•lnnce in form and hearing the identical 
meaning of ey(·~ he would have to rl'jcd it. But when he finds thl' 
sam~: won! ;.ignifying the 1tppa lantaus nf a shi11, l1e may adopt it. 
withnnt hesitation, hcc.1n~c the mdaphor fonm a connection link 
and furni;.hes a Fafe clue. 

S•l far we lirtvc "}'uken rather a;; if Hlang were a kind of outlaw 
or Bedouin with every man'~ hand agaiiHil it, l111t of late ~-carF 

mauy judit'ious and intelligent writers have rccngni>(·d that t.lwre i~ 

a va!'t numl•cr of words which, while ClliTL'IIt, are still on prolJation, 
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